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intrinsic dynamics of a liquid using a pump-probe technique with femtosecond time resolution. The dynamics of protons in methanol-water
solutions in the absence of probe photodissociation are shown to reflect macroscopic changes in the bulk liquid, whereas the intrinsic single-

particle dynamics appear to be essentially unchanged over a wide range of concentrations (between 10 wt % and 90 wt % water). The
dependence on the probe wavelength (690, 730, and 820 nm) of the relative broadening of the proton density-of-states distribution for the
near-surface layers of the solution is determined by diffusion to the solid. The value of the diffusion coefficient in the polar liquid phase of
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conventional techniques.Q: Changing the vendor/theme in a Symfony2 application? I have a Symfony2 application, using the CMF2

template. I would like to change the visual appearance of the app itself. In other words, change the vendor/themes used in the project. How
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How to handle client side
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the system. Our versioning
scheme is such that we add the
current build number to the SVN

repository URI,
"repository.svn.xxx.yyy.zip." This
works well for team-wide use of
the system, except when one

dev or another starts a version
that does not correspond with
the version as published, but

eventually it will be committed.
For example we might have a

user working on an edit today at
revision #20, but the next time
they update the system will run
the build against revisions up to
#10. If we try to check out of the
system those versions that have
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been newly added to the revision
history, we will not find the

user's code. I have seen various
suggestions to update the SVN

revision info when there is a new
version of the build, but then you
have this issue of the new build
being checked out, and the user
having difficulty working on the
new features when the build is

newer than they expect. What is
the best way to handle this? A:
You could use the format that

SVN recommends, which is "%v-
r%v" where the "v" means
"release" and "%v" means

"version (e.g., 1 d0c515b9f4
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Java method returns (in Android)? My Java code has a method that is launched from the main UI
thread. What I need is an event that occurs when that method finishes. To be more specific, if I
create an instance of a class and call myAsyncTask.post(someObject); How can I know when it

finishes? This is what I tried. ThreadPoolExecutor myPool = (ThreadPoolExecutor)
Executors.newCachedThreadPool(); myPool.execute(new myRunnable()); class myRunnable

implements Runnable { @Override public void run() { // some code if (name) { // some code return
false; //??? } else { return false; //???
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were more room in.Polarization properties of spectra measured with an automatic gain control

spectro-polarimeter. A two-channel dichroic beam splitter spectro-polarimeter using an automatic
gain control (AGC) technique is proposed and applied to measuring the polarization properties of a

weak and strongly scattered component in one-dimensional solar continuum spectra. The purpose is
to gain useful information for understanding the cause of the so-called "green-line wedge" and "red-
line wedge" in solar spectral line profiles. Narrow bandpass filters are used in this system to select
the two polarization states by a single detector. Polarization degree and polarization angle of the

weak and strongly scattered components are measured simultaneously to check the relationship of
their polarization properties. The channel 1 of this system is located in the blue continuum region
which corresponds to the formation region of the scattered blue line radiation. The channel 2 is

located in the red continuum region which corresponds to the formation region of the scattered red
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line radiation. The polarization degree and polarization angle of these two scattered blue and red line
radiation have been measured. The polarization degree of the scattered red line radiation is found to

be about twice of the polarization degree of the scattered blue line radiation. The polarization
direction of these two components are in the same direction.Q: What do those two lines mean? I

have a question about a line in from Death Note: The line is in the context of the following
conversation: L: So, were you all afraid? : Yes. L: What about? : The written name Ryuk was the same

as the person. L: Right. Questions: What do the two lines after "was" mean? What do "?" and ":"
mean? What does it mean that "Was" is used with "the"? Thanks. A: In your sentence... L: So, were

you all afraid? : Yes.
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